
Meeting with Architect, Lisa Hayes 

March 4, 2019, 6:30 p.m. before the Trustee meeting. 

Director Fleischer, Treasurer Ronan, and all Trustees were present. 

Lisa presented a letter to us recommending MJ Dakota, Inc., from Oneida as the low bidder for Phase 1 

of our library project.  She has been in contact with the firm and has made reference calls.  All 

references were very positive and indicated that they would work with the firm again.  (Rome labs, 

Griffiss and the City of Rome) 

“The bid from MJ Dakota, Inc. appears in all ways to meet the technical and procedural requirements of 
the bid documents.  We find no reason not to award the project contract to MJ Dakota, Inc. of Oneida, 

NY.” 

Budget figures were reviewed and explained.  Hale’s projection for the circulation desk made of wood 
was way over our budget and other places will need to be contacted. 

Needed:  Insurance information and Bonds from MJ Dakota, Inc. 

A pre-construction meeting needs to be scheduled with MJ Dakota, Inc. representative.    Thursday,         

9 a.m. app. 1 hour. 

The Bond is their first application for payment.  Special inspection app. $2500.  Need to ask Bob Mihevc. 

1 monthly check will be sent to the general contractor after Lisa approves.  Furniture will be billed after 

it is installed. 

A log sheet will be supplied by Lisa to have workers sign in when they are in the building.   

Lisa will come in for bi-weekly meetings with the contractor as the project begins. 

The contractor will need to give us 48 hours notice before utility shut down.   

The contractor is not allowed to do anything “extra” unless in writing from Lisa. 

The Code Inspector needs a copy of the final bid plans from Lisa. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:30 p.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Trustee Coye 

Attachments:  Bid Tabulation sheet, financial sheet, recommendation letter                                                                                     

     

 

 


